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SUMMARY
Understanding complex human brain functions is critically informed by studying such functions during devel-
opment. Here, we addressed a major gap in models of human memory by leveraging rare direct electrophys-
iological recordings from children and adolescents. Specifically, memory relies on interactions between the
medial temporal lobe (MTL) and prefrontal cortex (PFC), and thematuration of these interactions is posited to
play a key role in supporting memory development. To understand the nature of MTL-PFC interactions, we
examined subdural recordings from MTL and PFC in 21 neurosurgical patients aged 5.9–20.5 years as they
performed an established scene memory task. We determined signatures of memory formation by
comparing the study of subsequently recognized to forgotten scenes in single trials. Results establish that
MTL and PFC interact via two distinct theta mechanisms, an �3-Hz oscillation that supports amplitude
coupling and slows down with age and an �7-Hz oscillation that supports phase coupling and speeds up
with age. Slow and fast theta interactions immediately preceding scene onset further explained age-related
differences in recognition performance. Last, with additional diffusion imaging data, we linked both func-
tional mechanisms to the structural maturation of the cingulum tract. Our findings establish system-level dy-
namics of memory formation and suggest that MTL and PFC interact via increasingly dissociable mecha-
nisms as memory improves across development.
INTRODUCTION

Episodic memory, the ability to form and retrieve explicit mem-

ories, is fundamental to human experience and shows robust

improvement over a protracted developmental trajectory from

childhood into young adulthood.1–7 Development of this funda-

mental ability occurs concomitant with the protractedmaturation

of key brain regions, including the medial temporal lobe

(MTL), prefrontal cortex (PFC), and tracts connecting MTL and

PFC.8–12 The MTL is critical to episodic memory and supports

memory formation in children, whereas increased PFC involve-

ment supports improved memory across development.13,14

These well-documented observations are consistent with a

two-component model of memory development: associative

processes relying on MTL are theorized to mature earlier than

control processes relying on PFC.1,3,15–17 By such a model, neu-

ral indices of memory formation increasingly implicate PFC to

benefit memory performance as children mature into adulthood.

Indeed, extant data link increased co-activation ofMTL and PFC,

as indexed by correlated fMRI hemodynamic responses, to
developmental gains in memory.13,18–21 Performance gains are

thus posited to result from a maturing dialog between MTL and

PFC, although how this occurs is unknown. The neurophysiolog-

ical mechanisms of MTL-PFC interactions during memory for-

mation have not been examined in the developing brain.

We address this gap by conducting a systematic investigation

of MTL-PFC interactions during memory formation using rare

subdural recordings from pediatric neurosurgical patients (10

females and 11 males aged 5.9–20.5 years; Table S1) and struc-

tural imaging of white matter tracts available from a subset of pa-

tients. All patients were diagnosedwith epilepsy and beingmoni-

tored invasively as part of seizure management (see Table S1 for

individual seizure information). Based on extensive literature in

adults and animal models,22–36 we hypothesized that neural os-

cillations in the theta band (2–8 Hz) would provide the functional

infrastructure for MTL-PFC interactions during memory forma-

tion in the developing brain. Neural oscillations provide optimal

windows for regional excitability and inter-regional coordina-

tion.37 In MTL, oscillations in the theta band are ubiquitous and

support neuronal computations underlying associative
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processes of information integration.38 Theta oscillations further

coordinate MTL and PFC and permit communication and infor-

mation transfer between regions.39–41 We predicted that theta

oscillations would coordinate MTL-PFC interactions during

memory formation in children. Likewise, age-related differences

in memory performance would reflect age-related differences in

MTL-PFC interactions.

To test these predictions, we analyzed electrocorticography

(ECoG) data recorded during the performance of an established

task of recognition memory for visual scenes.6,14,18,42–47 ECoG

affords multiple advantages over noninvasive measures,

including millisecond temporal and millimeter spatial resolution

and high signal-to-noise ratio enabling single-trial precision,

and thus provides a powerful tool in the study of human mem-

ory.6,22,27 The aims were 3-fold. First, we determined signatures

of memory formation by comparing trial-by-trial data from the

study phase based on subsequent memory at test, as is recom-

mended for developmental research to control for factors not

directly related to memory formation.1,6 Second, we identified

the signatures of memory formation that explain inter-individual

age-related differences in recognition performance.6 Third, we

mapped individual function to structure by correlating the mem-

ory formation signatures that explain age-related performance

differences with the integrity of white matter tracts connecting

MTL and PFC.

We took an iterative, data-driven approach by refining specific

hypotheses to reflect specific discoveries about the neurophys-

iology and neuroanatomy of the developing brain. Accordingly,

we first demonstrated typical memory development in our pa-

tient sample through analyses of behavioral performance,

ECoG signals within MTL and PFC, and structural tracts con-

necting MTL and PFC.6,27 Next, based on the discovery of

age-related differences in oscillatory theta frequencies within

MTL and PFC, we systematically investigated MTL-PFC interac-

tions while controlling for inter-individual differences in theta fre-

quencies. Finally, we linked the signatures of memory formation

that explain inter-individual differences in recognition perfor-

mance to the structural development of the brain. Our findings

establish that theta oscillations provide the functional infrastruc-

ture for MTL-PFC interactions in the human brain and suggest

that MTL and PFC interact via increasingly dissociable slow

and fast theta mechanisms as memory improves across

development.

RESULTS

Typical trajectory of memory development
Subjects studied sets of 40 visual scenes and verbalized a se-

mantic judgment of whether each scene was indoor or outdoor

in preparation for a recognition memory test of all scenes pre-

sented at study intermixed with 20 new scenes as foils (Fig-

ure 1A). We first confirmed that subjects were proficient at the

scene-encoding task (rate of correct indoor/outdoor responses:

mean ± SD, 0.94 ± 0.05; chance, 0.5; Table S1). To control for

attention at study, trials with incorrect indoor/outdoor responses

were excluded from all further analysis.42,43 Of studied scenes

with correct indoor/outdoor responses, a mean of 0.67 were

correctly identified as old (i.e., hit), and the remaining 0.33

were incorrectly identified as new (miss; SD, 0.17). Of scenes
2 Current Biology 32, 1–13, April 11, 2022
used as foils at recognition, a mean of 0.69 were correctly iden-

tified as new, and the remaining 0.31 were incorrectly identified

as old (false alarm; SD, 0.18). Recognition performance (hit rate

� false alarm rate) varied across subjects from 0.02 to 0.76

(mean ± SD, 0.37 ± 0.21; Table S1).

Performance was positively correlated with age (r = 0.30; 95%

CI 0.02–0.62) supported by a Bayes Factor (BF10) of 1.08. As

shown in Figure 1B, inter-individual variability attenuated the

strength of the relationship between performance and age and

was particularly apparent among adolescents aged 15–17 years.

Critically, however, these patterns replicate the typical develop-

mental trajectory of performance on this scene memory task

(Figure S1A). Previous research in large non-clinical samples

has consistently demonstrated modest positive relationships

between performance and age in children and adolescents,

with marked variability among adolescents.6,14,18,44–46 More

robust relationships have been reported in investigations that

subdivided individual data based on stimulus and response

criteria (e.g., scene complexity, recognition confidence) with

consistent outcomes in ECoG43 and non-clinical samples.45

Thus, we show that these data reflect typical memory develop-

ment and, in the second study aim, identify ECoG signatures

of memory formation that differentiate top performing adoles-

cents from both lower performing adolescents and children.

Medial temporal spectral signatures of memory
formation
ECoG signals were recorded from MTL (i.e., parahippocampal

and rhinal cortices), yielding 80 artifact-free and nonpathologic

electrodes across 21 subjects (mean ± SD, 4 ± 2 electrodes/

subject). Simultaneous PFC recording yielded 357 artifact-free

and nonpathologic electrodes across 20 of 21 subjects in the

MTL sample (18 ± 9 electrodes/subject). PFC coverage

included the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) in 16 subjects aged

5.9–19.4 years, middle frontal gyrus (MFG) in 20 subjects

aged 5.9–20.5 years, and superior frontal gyrus (SFG) in 14

subjects aged 5.9–20.5 years. Group-level coverage is shown

in Figure 1C, and individual coverage information is provided

in Table S1. For each region, we analyzed activity during mem-

ory formation (i.e., subsequent hit trials) and failure of memory

formation (i.e., subsequent miss trials) across the full power

spectrum. A time-frequency representation of power for each

study trial was computed from 1.5 to 250 Hz, and event-related

activity was quantified using statistical bootstrapping.42,43 To

identify signatures of memory formation, individual subsequent

hit- and miss-trial outputs were averaged across electrodes

within a region and submitted to permutation testing with clus-

ter-based correction for multiple comparisons.48

We first determined spectral signatures of memory formation

in MTL by comparing activity during the encoding of subse-

quently recognized relative to forgotten scenes (i.e., subsequent

memory analysis1,6). This contrast revealed a large cluster of

lower power during successful memory formation (i.e., negative

subsequent memory effects; p = 0.004). Effects were identified

between 2.5 and 10.4 Hz and spanned 0.79 to 2.62 s from scene

onset. As shown in Figure 2, effects from 2.5–4.3 Hz preceded

the mean indoor/outdoor encoding task response and effects

from 5.2–10.4 Hz extended post-response. These subsequent

memory effects implicate the theta band and are consistent



Figure 1. Subsequent memory paradigm, behavior, and electrode coverage

(A) Subsequent memory paradigm. Subjects studied sets of 40 pictures of scenes (3 s each, separated by a 500-ms interstimulus fixation) and made an indoor/

outdoor judgment of each scene in preparation for a recognition memory test of all scenes presented during the study block, intermixed with 20 new scenes.

Subjects made an old/new judgment of each scene during the test block, which was coded as a hit (red), miss (gray; i.e., new response to a studied scene),

correct rejection, or false alarm (old response to new scene). The test was self-paced. ISI, interstimulus interval.

(B) Recognition memory performance generally improved from age 5 to 21 years, with marked inter-individual variability in adolescence. See also Table S1 and

Figure S1A.

(C) Reconstruction of artifact-free, nonpathologic electrodes (n = 437) from all subjects. Electrodes are color-coded by region of interest: red, MTL; green, SFG;

blue, MFG; purple, IFG. See also Figure S1B.
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with typical patterns of MTL theta activity during memory forma-

tion in adults.27 Next, we examined age-related differences in the

MTL cluster. Linear mixed-effects modeling indicated non-sig-

nificant main effects of age (F(1,17) = 4.22, p = 0.056) and recog-

nition performance (F(1,17) = 2.78, p = 0.114) and a non-signifi-

cant interaction (F(1,17) = 2.26, p = 0.151). No significant clusters

were identified using the same analyses to determine spectral

signatures of memory formation in PFC (Figure S2), extending

our prior examination of high-frequency activity in PFC42 to the

full 1.5–250 Hz spectrum.
Age-related differentiation of the theta band
It has been proposed that decreased power may occur in the

presence of narrowband oscillations.25 Recent studies in adults

converge on the finding that two distinct oscillations at the ends

of the theta band, centered�2 and�8 Hz, support hippocampal

processes duringmemory and navigation.49–52 Jointly motivated

by this literature and the observed spectral signatures ofmemory

formation, we next examined the prevalence of two theta oscil-

lations in cortical sites of the developing brain in a 3-fold proced-

ure. First, visual inspection of study trials (all attended scenes)
Current Biology 32, 1–13, April 11, 2022 3



Figure 2. MTL spectral signatures of memory formation

Time-resolved power spectra averaged over all MTL electrodes (n = 80) from all subjects. Left to right: subsequent hit, subsequent miss, cluster-corrected

subsequent memory effects. Significant negative subsequent memory effects were identified around the indoor/outdoor response between 2.5 and 10.4 Hz.

Stimulus onset is indicated by the vertical line at time = 0 s, and mean RT is indicated by the dashed line. *p < 0.05. See also Figure S2.
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suggested periodic fluctuations of the ECoG signal in MTL elec-

trodes (Figure 3A, left). Second, a widely utilized irregular sam-

pling procedure separated oscillatory components from the

aperiodic 1/f slope.53 Third, peaks were detected as positive

local maxima from the oscillatory components (Figure 3A, right).

Across all subjects, we found that most MTL electrodes ex-

hibited periodic fluctuations in the theta band throughout the

trial. Fluctuations peaked at both slower (mean ± SD, 2.75 ±

0.47 Hz; 84.4% ± 30.3% electrodes/subject) and faster fre-

quencies (6.81 ± 0.83 Hz; 97.2% ± 8.9% electrodes/subject;

Figure 3B).

Analysis of PFC electrodes revealed similar patterns in all re-

gions. In IFG, fluctuations peaked at 2.91 ± 0.51 Hz (89.5% ±

23.3% electrodes/subject) and 7.24 ± 0.65 Hz (99.6% ± 1.7%

electrodes/subject; Figure S3). In MFG, fluctuations peaked at

2.91 ± 0.40 Hz (80.1% ± 30.2% electrodes/subject) and 7.07 ±

0.62 Hz (98.7% ± 4.0% electrodes/subject; Figure S4). In SFG,

fluctuations peaked at 2.81 ± 0.53 Hz (83.1% ± 24.0% elec-

trodes/subject) and 6.83 ± 0.72 Hz (100% electrodes/subject;

Figure S5). These results establish that two theta oscillations

are present in cortical sites of the developing MTL and PFC. In

addition to extending findings from adults49–52 to children and

adolescents, these results demonstrate that the phenomenon

of two theta oscillations is not specific to the hippocampus but

extends to frontotemporal networks.

Analysis of age-related differences indicated that the two

distinct theta oscillations differentiated in frequency by age in

a double dissociation (Figures 3C–3F). Linear mixed-effects

modeling revealed a significant interaction of age and fre-

quency in each region (MTL, F(1,144) = 17.16, p = 6 3 10�5;

IFG, F(1,192) = 7.28, p = 0.008; MFG, F(1,358) = 15.96, p =

8 3 10�5; SFG, F(1,90) = 6.59, p = 0.012). The 3-way interaction

with performance was not significant in any region (MTL,

F(1,140) = 2.24, p = 0.137; IFG, F(1,188) = 0.03, p = 0.856;

MFG, F(1,354) = 0.08, p = 0.772; SFG, F(1,86) = 2 3 10�6,

p = 0.999). Thus, in all regions, age was associated with the

slowing down of slower oscillations and speeding up of faster

oscillations such that, overall, oscillatory peaks were closer to

the ends of the canonical theta band in adolescents than in

children.
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Inter-regional slow theta amplitude coupling signatures
of memory formation
Having established that two theta oscillations are prevalent in re-

gions of interest during perception of attended scenes, we

addressed our primary aim. We systematically investigated in-

ter-regional interactions between MTL and each PFC region.

Specifically, we analyzed theta amplitude coupling independent

of phase, theta phase coupling independent of amplitude, and

theta phase coupling of high-frequency broadband activity

(HFA: 70–150 Hz).40,54,55 Analyses were performed separately

at individually defined slow and fast theta frequencies and

excluded electrodes that did not exhibit slow and/or fast theta

peaks. Consistent with best practices,56 this approach ensures

that functional connectivity analyses capture oscillatory phe-

nomena of interest57,58 while controlling for inter-individual dif-

ferences in these phenomena (Figures 3C–3F).

Inter-regional amplitude coupling was characterized by

maximum theta amplitude cross-correlation across serial tem-

poral lags (i.e., amplitude correlation, AC; Figure 4A), indi-

cating both the strength and timing of inter-regional interac-

tions based on oscillatory amplitude.59 Computations

controlled for differences in amplitude between trials and

electrodes as they can spuriously drive conditional differences

in AC. Cluster-corrected subsequent memory analysis re-

vealed two clusters of higher slow theta AC during the encod-

ing of subsequently recognized relative to forgotten scenes

(i.e., positive subsequent memory effects; Figures 4B–4D,

top). Effects were identified in IFG-MTL (�0.10 to 0.65 s

from scene onset, p = 0.011) and MFG-MTL interactions

(1.35–1.98 s from scene onset, p = 0.044). Neither cluster re-

flected effects that differed significantly in lag time from zero

(Figures 4B–4D, bottom), thus linking memory formation to

co-fluctuations of slow theta amplitude as opposed to one re-

gion leading the other.59 The IFG-MTL effect preceded and

overlapped with scene onset, consistent with anticipatory pro-

cesses and exogenous attention, and the MFG-MTL effect

overlapped with the mean indoor/outdoor encoding task

response, suggestive of semantic decision processes and

endogenous attention.5,60 No significant clusters were identi-

fied in fast theta AC (Figures S6A and S6B).



Figure 3. Dual theta oscillations in MTL and age-related differentiation of the theta band

(A) Left: representative single-trial MTL traces, raw and filtered separately at slow and fast theta frequencies, from two subjects aged 5.9 (top) and 19.3 (bottom)

years. Black lines are superimposed amplitudes of filtered signals. Right: power spectra from the same electrodes after subtraction of the 1/f slope demonstrate

dual theta oscillations in both subjects. See also Figures S3–S5.

(B) Power spectra across all subjects after subtraction of the 1/f slope and peak alignment to individual slow (left) and fast (right) theta frequencies. Inset: slow

theta peaks were detected in 84.4% ofMTL electrodes/subject and fast theta peaks in 97.2% of electrodes/subject. Shading and error bars indicate SEM across

subjects.

(C) MTL dual theta oscillations differentiate in frequency with age in a double dissociation. The p value indicates a significant interaction of frequency (slow versus

fast theta) by age.

(D–F) Same as (C) shown separately for IFG (D), MFG (E), and SFG (F).
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Inter-regional fast theta phase coupling signatures of
memory formation
Inter-regional phase coupling was characterized by maximum

theta phase synchrony (i.e., phase-locking value, PLV; Figure 5A,

top), indicating the strength of inter-regional interactions based

on oscillatory phase.61 PLV outputs were Z score normalized

to control for spurious conditional differences, as described in

detail in the STAR Methods. Cluster-corrected subsequent

memory analysis revealed three clusters of higher fast theta

PLV during the encoding of subsequently recognized relative

to forgotten scenes (Figures 5B–5D, top). Effects were identified

in IFG-MTL interactions (cluster 1, �0.19 to 0.20 s from scene
onset, p = 0.01; cluster 2, 2.03–2.43 s from scene onset, p =

0.011) and MFG-MTL interactions (�0.45 to �0.22 s from scene

onset, p = 0.05). PLV effects preceded scene onset and followed

themean indoor/outdoor response, again suggesting both antic-

ipatory, exogenous processes and semantic decision, endoge-

nous processes during memory formation.5,60

Finally, PFC phase modulation of MTL activity was character-

ized by maximum cross-frequency synchrony between PFC

theta phase and MTL HFA (i.e., phase-amplitude coupling,

PAC; Figure 5A, bottom), a mechanism of PFC control over

multi-unit neuronal activity in MTL.40,62,63 PAC computations

adopted the PLV approach but replaced the MTL theta signal
Current Biology 32, 1–13, April 11, 2022 5



Figure 4. Inter-regional slow theta amplitude coupling signatures of memory formation
(A) AC computation. Amplitudes (black) were extracted from slow theta-filtered signals and ACwas computed between pairs of MTL (red) and PFC (IFG shown as

an example in magenta) electrodes by correlating the signals over time across serial temporal lags from �0.1 to 0.1 s. Positive lags indicate that PFC leads MTL

and negative lags that MTL leads PFC. See also Figures S6A, S6B, and S7.

(B) Cluster-corrected subsequent memory effects in IFG-MTL AC. Top: a significant positive effect was identified around stimulus onset. Bottom: the significant

effect did not differ in lag time from zero. A significant lag was identified around the indoor/outdoor response, but it reflected non-significant subsequent memory

effects. Stimulus onset is indicated by the vertical line at time = 0 s, and mean RT is indicated by the dashed line. Shading indicates SEM across subjects. Each

time point is themidpoint of a 0.5-s epoch (x axis); the first time point of�0.1 s represents�0.35 to 0.15 s from stimulus onset, with themaximum range of�0.45 s

pre-stimulus at lag �0.1 s and 0.25 s post-stimulus at lag 0.1 s. *p < 0.05.

(C) Same as (B) for MFG-MTL AC. A significant positive subsequent memory effect was identified around the indoor/outdoor response and did not differ

significantly in lag time from zero.

(D) Same as (B) for SFG-MTL AC. No significant effects.
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with theta-filtered HFA.64 Cluster-corrected subsequent mem-

ory analysis revealed one positive cluster in fast theta MFG-

MTL PAC (0.1–0.19 s from scene onset, p = 0.045; Figures 5B–
Figure 5. Inter-regional fast theta phase coupling signatures of memo

(A) PLV and PAC computation. Top: phases were extracted from fast theta-filter

shown as an example in magenta) electrodes as time-resolved phase difference

amplitudes (black) were extracted from HFA-filtered signals in MTL. PAC was com

also Figures S6C, S6D, and S7.

(B) Cluster-corrected subsequent memory effects in IFG-MTL PLV and PAC. Top

indoor/outdoor response. Bottom: no significant PAC effects. Stimulus onset is ind

line. Shading indicates SEM across subjects. *p < 0.05.

(C) Same as (B) for MFG-MTL PLV and PAC. A significant PLV positive subsequen

positive effect was identified at stimulus onset.

(D) Same as (B) for SFG-MTL PLV and PAC. No significant effects.

6 Current Biology 32, 1–13, April 11, 2022
5D, bottom). The effect followed scene onset and was brief (<2

fast theta cycles). No significant clusters were identified in slow

theta PLV or PAC (Figures S6C and S6D).
ry formation

ed signals and PLV was computed between pairs of MTL (red) and PFC (IFG

s. Bottom: phases were extracted from fast theta-filtered signals in PFC and

puted between pairs of MTL and PFC electrodes using the PLV method. See

: significant PLV-positive effects were identified around stimulus onset and the

icated by the vertical line at time = 0 s, andmean RT is indicated by the dashed

t memory effect was identified preceding stimulus onset, and a significant PAC
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Taken together, systematic investigation of interactions be-

tween MTL and PFC established that both IFG-MTL and MFG-

MTL interactions (1) support memory formation in the developing

brain, as posited by theoretical models of memory develop-

ment;1–7 (2) reflect dissociable slow theta amplitude and fast

theta phase coupling mechanisms;40,54,55 and (3) occur at

distinct epochs. The timing of these interactions suggests antic-

ipatory, exogenous processes, as well as semantic decision,

endogenous processes during memory formation.5,60
Anticipatory signatures associated with age-related
differences in performance
Having characterized dissociable slowand fast theta signatures of

inter-regional interactions supporting memory formation in the

developing brain, we proceeded to address our second aim. We

investigated which of these signatures explain age-related differ-

ences in scene recognition performance. Importantly, because

functional connectivity analyses controlled for age-related differ-

ences in oscillatory theta frequencies (Figures 3C–3F), observa-

tion of age-related differences in connectivity signatures would

indicate variability specific to coupling strength. As in the analysis

of MTL spectral signatures of memory formation, each functional

connectivity signature was submitted to a linear mixed-effects

model with age and performance as fixed effects. These analyses

isolated age-related differences in performance to inter-regional

subsequent memory effects preceding scene onset. Specifically,

significant interactions of age and performance were identified in

slow theta AC between IFG and MTL (Figure 4B, top; F(1,11) =

9.18, p = 0.011; age, F(1,11) = 9.75, p = 0.010; performance,

F(1,11) = 8.41, p = 0.014) and in fast theta PLV between MFG

and MTL (Figure 5C, top; F(1,16) = 18.00, p = 6 3 10�4; age,

F(1,16) = 5.00, p = 0.040; performance, F(1,16) = 15.20, p =

0.001). In both interactions, top-performing adolescents exhibited

the most robust positive subsequent memory effects, relative to

both lower-performing adolescents and children (Figure 6).

No other significant interactions of age and performance were

identified. This includes the signatures near the mean indoor/

outdoor response, slow theta MFG-MTL AC (Figure 4C, top;

F(1,13) = 3.50, p = 0.084; age, F(1,13) = 1.89, p = 0.192; perfor-

mance, F(1,13) = 4.17, p = 0.062) and fast theta IFG-MTL PLV

(Figure 5B, top; F(1,12) = 1.03, p = 0.330; age, F(1,12) = 0.33,

p = 0.575; performance, F(1,12) = 0.83, p = 0.381). In addition,

this includes the fast theta IFG-MTL PLV effect preceding scene

onset (Figure 5B, top; F(1,12) = 1.88, p = 0.195; age, F(1,12) =

0.76, p = 0.400; performance, F(1,12) = 1.42, p = 0.257) and

the fast theta MFG-MTL PAC effect (Figure 5C, bottom;

F(1,16) = 1.75, p = 0.204; age, F(1,12) = 1.44, p = 0.248; perfor-

mance, F(1,12) = 1.02, p = 0.327).

Collectively, outcomes of these analyses link both slow theta

amplitude and fast theta phase coupling mechanisms to age-

related differences in scene recognition performance (Figure 6).

In both mechanisms, top-performing adolescents exhibited

stronger inter-regional oscillatory theta coupling during the en-

coding of subsequently recognized relative to forgotten scenes,

as compared with both lower-performing adolescents and chil-

dren. The early latency of both effects further suggests that su-

perior performance in adolescents reflects the involvement of

anticipatory, exogenous processes in memory formation.
Mapping anticipatory signatures to brain structure
We last sought to identify potential underlying brain structures

supporting the slow theta AC and fast theta PLV signatures of

scene memory formation that differentiate top-performing ado-

lescents from lower-performing adolescents and children (Fig-

ure 6). Specifically, we tested whether distinct inter-regional

coupling mechanisms in top-performing adolescents were

more likely to reflect the maturation of the same white matter

tract or distinct tracts. We focused a priori on the cingulum

and uncinate, as they are the major tracts connecting MTL and

PFC.10,11 These tracts are thus candidate brain structures sup-

porting age-related differences in episodic memory.2

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) data were available for 11 of

the 21 subjects in the sample, aged 6.2–16.7 years (Table S1).

We performed function-structure mapping of oscillatory theta

subsequent memory effects and paired DWI of the cingulum

and uncinate in a 2-fold procedure. First, the structural integrity

of each tract, indexed by tractography-weighted fractional

anisotropy (FA), was submitted to a linear mixed-effects model

with age and performance as fixed effects. Outcomes link age-

related differences in scene recognition performance to the

cingulum by means of a significant interaction (F(1,7) = 5.68,

p = 0.049; age, F(1,7) = 1.25, p = 0.300, performance, F(1,7) =

3.47, p = 0.105; Figure 7A). Top-performing adolescents

exhibited higher FA in the cingulum than lower-performing ado-

lescents and children. Modeling of the uncinate indicated a non-

significant interaction (F(1,7) = 1.03, p = 0.344, age, F(1,7) = 0.44,

p = 0.529, performance, F(1,7) = 0.67, p = 0.804; Figure 7B).

Indeed, analysis of main effects only, excluding the interaction

term, identified a significant effect of performance (F(1,8) =

9.62, p = 0.015) that was not related to age (F(1,8) = 0.01, p =

0.928). These results are consistent with existing literature in

large non-clinical cohorts65 and suggest that age-related differ-

ences in inter-regional functional coupling measures are likely to

reflect maturation of the cingulum, where a comparable interac-

tion of age and performance was identified.

Second, Bayesian correlation tested the specific hypothesis

that the slow theta AC and fast theta PLV signatures, which

differentiate top-performing adolescents from lower-performing

adolescents and children, were likely to reflect maturation of the

cingulum. Consistent with this hypothesis, cingulum FA was

positively correlated with both the slow theta IFG-MTL AC (r =

0.50, 95% CI 0.03–0.84, BF10 = 1.48) and fast theta MFG-MTL

PLV (r = 0.64, 95% CI 0.08–0.87, BF10 = 4.31; Figure 7C) effects.

Uncinate FA, in contrast, was unlikely to correlate with either ef-

fect (BF10 % 0.81; Figure 7D). Age-related differences in slow

theta AC and fast theta PLV signatures of memory formation

likely reflect maturation of the cingulum. These results suggest

that age-related differences in multiplexing, wherein the same

structural tract concurrently supports dissociable functional sig-

natures of memory formation,22 differentiate top-performing ad-

olescents from lower-performing adolescents and children.

DISCUSSION

Understanding complex human brain functions is critically

informed by studying such functions during development.

Here, we used a rare opportunity to examine the functional

neurophysiology and structural anatomy of episodic memory
Current Biology 32, 1–13, April 11, 2022 7



Figure 6. Inter-regional signatures associated with age-related differences in performance

(A) The slow theta IFG-MTL AC signature of memory formation around stimulus onset explains age-related differences in recognition performance (Figure 4B,

top).

(B) The fast theta MFG-MTL PLV signature of memory formation preceding stimulus onset explains age-related differences in recognition performance (Fig-

ure 5C, top).
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formation in children and adolescents undergoing subdural

monitoring of MTL and PFC.6,22 Our data demonstrate that neu-

ral oscillations in the theta band provide the functional infrastruc-

ture for MTL-PFC interactions during memory formation in the

human brain. MTL and PFC interact via dissociable theta mech-

anisms during memory formation, an �3-Hz oscillation that sup-

ports inter-regional amplitude coupling and slows down with

age, and an �7-Hz oscillation that supports inter-regional phase

coupling and speeds up with age. These findings establish
Figure 7. Structural tracts associated with age-related differences in p

(A) Left: cingulum tracts across subjects (n = 11). Right: cingulum integrity explai

significant interaction of age and performance.

(B) Same as (A) for the uncinate tract. Non-significant interaction of age and perf

(C) Cingulum integrity is positively correlated with both the slow theta IFG-MTL A

which explain age-related differences in recognition performance (Figure 6).

(D) Same as (C) for the uncinate tract. Uncinate integrity is not correlated with ei
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neurophysiological signatures of memory formation in children

and adolescents. Amplitude and phase coupling signatures pre-

ceding stimulus onset further differentiated top-performing ado-

lescents from lower-performing adolescents and children, sug-

gesting that age-related differences in anticipatory, exogenous

attention contribute to memory development. Both memory-

related theta signatures likely reflect maturation of the cingulum.

Based on these findings, we propose that the development of

multiplexed oscillatory interactions, wherein the same structural
erformance

ns age-related differences in recognition performance. The p value indicates a

ormance.

C (left) and fast theta MFG-MTL PLV (right) signatures of memory formation,

ther signature.
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tract (i.e., cingulum) supports dissociable functional mecha-

nisms (slow theta amplitude coupling, fast theta phase coupling),

underlies the development of episodic memory. Our findings

point to a novel mechanistic explanation of how MTL-PFC inter-

actions support memory formation in children and adolescents,

addressing amajor outstanding question in theoretical models of

memory.1–7

Importantly, before testing specific hypotheses, we demon-

strated that our pediatric patient sample represents typical

memory development. First, behavioral performance on the es-

tablished scene recognition memory task we used correlated

positively with age, with marked inter-individual variability

among adolescents. This result replicates reports from non-clin-

ical cohorts6,14,18,44,45 and motivated identification of signatures

of memory formation that differentiate top-performing adoles-

cents from both lower-performing adolescents and children.

Second, analysis of MTL power during the perception of subse-

quently recognized compared to forgotten scenes revealed

decreased activity at theta frequencies during successful mem-

ory formation. These theta signatures of memory formation are

consistent with patterns typically observed in adults.27 It is

possible that decreased power in the presence of narrowband

oscillations enables long-range connectivity, manifesting as

decreased power within a region (here, MTL) and increased con-

nectivity between regions.25 Accordingly, further analyses

focused on narrowband oscillations and MTL-PFC connectivity.

Based on our finding of power subsequent memory effects

across lower and higher theta frequency ranges, and motivated

by burgeoning reports in adults,49–52 we next tested for the pres-

ence of two theta oscillations in our pediatric sample. Results

establish two theta oscillations in cortical sites of the developing

MTL and PFC, thus extending the phenomenon from adults to

children and adolescents, and from the hippocampus to fronto-

temporal networks. Further analyses uncovered the remarkable

finding that age was associated with the speeding of oscillations

�7 Hz and slowing of oscillations �3 Hz in all regions, such that

frequencies only approached the ends of the canonical theta

band in adolescents. These outcomes suggest that theta oscilla-

tions differentiate in a double dissociation over a protracted

developmental trajectory.

Since the first human electroencephalogram (EEG) studies,

developmental research has focused on the scalp-dominant

alpha band, defined by a frequency of 8–12 Hz in adults. Alpha

oscillations appear at 3–4 Hz during infancy, speed up to 5–

7 Hz during the first year of life, and reach adult-level frequencies

around 12 years of age.66–68 These data summarize longitudinal

studies published between 1939 and 2020. Building on this foun-

dational literature, we previously showed that attention-related

alpha oscillations in primary visual cortex speed up with age dur-

ing performance of the same task.43 Here, we reveal that devel-

opment is not only associated with the speeding of oscillations

but also differentiation of the memory-relevant theta band to

adult levels.Whereas faster oscillations reflect faster fluctuations

between neuronal excitation and inhibition,37 potentially sub-

serving increased information processing during visual atten-

tion,43 slower oscillations reflect more prolonged periods of

excitation, potentially subserving increased information integra-

tion.38 However, although age differences in theta frequencies

were robust throughout the frontotemporal network, they did
not explain scene recognition performance. Our findings thus

raise the intriguing possibility that differentiation of the theta

band is a core aspect of brain development, which may be

pervasive across both brain regions and task contexts.

Systematic investigation of normalized MTL-PFC interactions

at slow and fast theta, after controlling for inter-individual differ-

ences, determined signatures of memory formation. Both slow

theta amplitude and fast theta phase coupling supported MTL-

PFC interactions predictive of memory formation. Significant

subsequent memory effects were observed in interactions be-

tween MTL and IFG and MFG at epochs immediately preceding

scene onset, likely related to anticipatory, exogenous pro-

cesses, and near the mean indoor/outdoor encoding task

response, suggesting semantic decision, endogenous pro-

cesses.5,60 In addition, fast theta MFG-MTL PAC, a mechanism

of prefrontal control over MTL,40 was greater immediately

following the onset of subsequently recognized compared to

forgotten scenes. We did not find any significant overlap in

coupling mechanisms across slow and fast theta frequencies.

Whereas the oscillatory phase relationship between regions is

theorized to dictate the strength of communication,41 co-fluctu-

ations of amplitude provide a putative mechanism for intra-

regional functions to co-occur.54 Fast theta phase coupling

may thus serve as a signature of memory formation, which re-

flects inter-regional communication, and co-fluctuations of

slow theta amplitude provide a complementary signature that

is dissociable in both frequency and mechanism.40,54,55 These

slow and fast theta signatures become increasingly dissociable

in frequency across development.

Some, but not all, MTL-PFC signatures of memory formation

further differentiated top-performing adolescents from not only

children but also lower-performing adolescents.6,42,43 Only sig-

natures that preceded stimulus onset significantly explained

age-related differences in recognition performance. Notably,

these signatures included both coupling mechanisms, slow

theta amplitude coupling between MTL and IFG and fast theta

phase coupling between MTL and MFG. The timing of both ef-

fects suggests that superior performance in adolescents reflects

anticipatory, exogenous processes involved in memory forma-

tion, and these processes are supported by dissociable mecha-

nisms of interaction between MTL and PFC.

Finally, whereas the concurrence of effects may imply multi-

plexed interactions, the divergence in mechanism and PFC re-

gion by effect paradoxically implies either multiplexing or

distinct interactions along distinct pathways. Indeed, struc-

ture-function relationships in brain connectivity are notoriously

complex.69,70 To disentangle these alternatives, we analyzed

paired diffusion data of the cingulum and uncinate tracts from

a subset of patients. Bayesian analysis provided an initial test

due to limitations of the small sample71 and suggested that

age-related differences in both coupling mechanisms reflect

maturation of the cingulum. Given that cingulum integrity also

differentiated top-performing adolescents from both lower-per-

forming adolescents and children, we propose that the devel-

opment of multiplexed theta interactions underlies memory

development. We further speculate that development of any

cognitive function that relies on anticipatory, exogenous atten-

tion is driven in part by development of the same neurophysio-

logical phenomena.
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Limitations
This study is limited by the sample size. Intracranial studies are

often based on few patients with effects replicated per patient.

Such an approach is qualified by the high signal quality of the

data, which enables single-trial precision and single-subject reli-

ability.27,72 However, because we aimed to identify inter-individ-

ual differences across development, our study required group-

level analysis of single-subject data.6 Group-level analysis

necessitated defining regions of interest based on a sufficiently

large anatomical space to encompass inter-individual variability

in coverage (e.g., entire cortical gyri).42,43 Lost with this approach

was the potential to detect meaningful variability in effects within

a region, although future studies may address this limitation by

increasing the sample size. The sample of 21 subjects achieves

80%power to detect large effects and is likely tomiss smaller ef-

fects (i.e., type II error).73 To disentangle smaller, sub-threshold

effects from null effects, we used Bayesian analysis71 and vali-

dated estimates by comparison against extant literature in large

non-clinical samples. We caution against over-interpreting (1)

non-significant effects, especially in subsets of the sample

(e.g., SFG effects42); and (2) diffusion tractography results, which

provide initial evidence of multiplexing based on half of the sam-

ple. Pediatric intracranial research is a burgeoning field that re-

lies on the availability of neurosurgical patients who fit study

criteria. As the field grows, future research may seek to increase

sample sizes through multi-site collaboration and data sharing.6

Conclusions
We addressed a major gap in models of human memory by

leveraging a rare opportunity to investigate the neurophysiolog-

ical mechanisms of MTL-PFC interactions supporting memory

formation in the developing brain. We confirm the importance

of theta oscillations to episodic memory and demonstrate a

remarkable dissociation of slow and fast theta frequencies

across development. This finding raises fundamental questions

about the development of frontotemporal networks and cogni-

tion broadly. In addressing our primary goal of identifying the

mechanisms of MTL-PFC interactions, we establish a functional

dissociation between slow theta amplitude coupling and fast

theta phase coupling signatures of memory formation. Second,

we found that slow and fast theta interactions immediately pre-

ceding scene onset further explained age-related differences in

recognition performance, suggesting that age effects are tied

to general attentional control. Lastly, we provide initial evidence

that distinct age-related signatures of MTL-PFC interactions are

linked to age-related differences in the integrity of the cingulum

tract, suggesting age-related differences in multiplexing. Collec-

tively, our findings establish system-level dynamics of memory

formation, critically extend models of memory development

based on noninvasive neuroimaging, and illuminate dissociable

frontotemporal networks during attentional control as core

mechanisms in models of memory development.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Human subjects
Subjects were 21 children and adolescents (10 females and 11 males; 5.9-20.5 years of age; M ± SD, 13.5 ± 3.9 years) undergoing

ECoGmonitoring as part of clinical management of seizures at the Children’s Hospital of Michigan. DWI data were obtained from 11

of these subjects (6 females; 6.2-16.7 years of age;M ± SD, 12.0 ± 3.2 years). Demographic details are provided in Table S1. Subjects

were selected from a larger pool based on nonpathalogic coverage ofMTL (i.e., electrodes localized toMTL and outsize seizure onset

zones75) and there is partial overlap in subjects between this study and earlier studies using the same memory task.42,43 Written

informed consent was obtained from subjects aged 18 years and older and from the guardians of all subjects younger than 18 years;

written assent was obtained from subjects aged 13-17 years and oral assent was obtained from younger children. The Wayne State

University Institutional Review Board approved all procedures in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

METHOD DETAILS

Memory task
Subjects performed a scene recognition memory task (Figure 1A) that has been used extensively to delineate the functional archi-

tecture of memory development with fMRI14,18,44,46,47 and ECoG.6,42,43 Subjects studied sets of 40 indoor and outdoor scenes,
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each shown for 3 s following a 0.5-s fixation interval. Stimuli were full-color pictures of natural scenes, half of high complexity and half

of low complexity, characterized based on the number of object categories (over/under four) depicted.43,45 Subjects were instructed

to indicate verbally whether each studied item depicted an indoor or an outdoor scene. Responses were coded as correct or incor-

rect via offline review of individual audio recordings. A fixation cross remained on screen until a response was provided if none was

provided during the 3-s scene presentation epoch. Per-trial RTswere automatically calculated by subtracting scene onset times from

response onset times. Analysis of electrophysiological data was restricted to correct encoding trials—that is, trials in which scenes

were correctly classified as indoor/outdoor, indicating the scenes were properly attended during the study block.42,43

The memory recognition test included all 40 scenes presented during the study block, intermixed in a randomized order with 20

new scenes. Each scene remained on screen until a response was given, following a 0.5-s fixation pretrial interval. Subjects were

instructed to verbalize an old/new judgment of each scene, which was coded as a hit (correct old), miss (new response to an old

scene), correct rejection (correct new), or false alarm (old response to a new scene) via offline review of individual audio recordings.

Per-trial RTs were again automatically calculated by subtracting scene onset times from response onset times, and trials were

excluded if no response was given. Study-test runs were administered in two consecutive cycles of 40 study scenes, followed by

40 studied + 20 new scenes. Half as many new scenes compared with previously studied scenes were introduced in the test phase

so that the test remained engaging, and subjects overall responded old and new at roughly equal rates. All subjects completed a

short practice run and at least one full study-test run.

Electrocorticography
Electrode placement and localization

Platinum macro-electrodes (10-mm intercontact distance, 4-mm diameter) were surgically implanted for extra-operative ECoG

recording based solely on the clinical needs of each patient. Every patient in this study was implanted with an 838 electrode grid

over lateral regions and strips over MTL (Figure S1B). Three-dimensional electrode reconstructions were created by co-registering

post-implantation planar x-ray images of the cortical surface with preoperative T1-weighted spoiled gradient-echo magnetic reso-

nance (MR) images.76 Automatic parcellation of cortical gyri was performed using FreeSurfer software,77 and electrode sites were

assigned anatomical labels.78 Subjects were selected by nonpathologic electrode placement in MTL (i.e., parahippocampal and

rhinal cortices). Of the 21 subjects included in this investigation, 20 had electrodes recording simultaneously from PFC (same hemi-

sphere). PFC electrodes were further classified into IFG, MFG, and SFG regions via group review of individual reconstructions and

automatic parcellation results.42 Electrodes were localized according to individual anatomy and transformed into standard Talairach

space for visual representation across subjects (Figure 1C).

Data acquisition and preprocessing

ECoG data were acquired using a 192-channel Nihon Kohden Neurofax 1100A Digital System, sampled at 1 kHz. Raw electrophys-

iology data were filtered with 0.1-Hz high-pass and 300-Hz low-pass finite impulse response filters, and 60-Hz line noise harmonics

were removed using discrete Fourier transform. Continuous study data were demeaned, epoched into 4.5-s trials (�1 to +3.5 s from

scene onset), and manually inspected blind to electrode locations and experimental task parameters. Electrodes overlying seizure

onset zones75 and electrodes and epochs displaying epileptiform activity or artifactual signal (from poor contact, machine noise, etc.)

were excluded. Every artifact-free electrode was referenced to the common average of all artifact-free electrodes. Data were manu-

ally re-inspected to reject any trials with residual noise. Preprocessing routines utilized functions from the FieldTrip toolbox for MAT-

LAB.74 All results are based on analysis of nonpathologic, artifact-free electrodes in regions of interest, ensuring that data represent

healthy tissue.79

Structural imaging
Data acquisition and preprocessing

Diffusion-weighted images were acquired as part of preoperative structural MR imaging to visualize white matter pathways under-

lying electrode sites. T1-weighted images were collected using a GE Signa 3T scanner with an eight-channel head coil and array

spatial sensitivity encoding technique (ASSET). For T1-weighted images, a fast-spoiled gradient echo sequence was applied at

TR/TE/TI of 9.12/3.66/400 ms, outputting 1.2 mm slices at 0.9430.94 mm2 planar resolution. For diffusion-weighted images, a

multi-slice, single-shot, diffusion-weighted echo-planar imaging sequence was applied at TR/TE of 12,500/88.7 ms with FOV =

24 cm. A 1283128 acquisition matrix at a nominal resolution of 1.89 mm with contiguous 3 mm slices covering the whole brain

was obtained, outputting a single b = 0 (b0) image and 55 isotropic gradient directions with b = 1,000 s/mm2. Diffusion-weighted

images were corrected for motion, noise, and susceptibility- and eddy-induced distortions using FSL80 and NIH TORTISE81 pack-

ages. Three-dimensional reconstructions the whole brain were generated using FreeSurfer software.77

Inter-regional tractography

Streamline tractography utilized the second-order integration fiber orientation distribution (iFOD2) algorithm82 of the MRtrix3 pack-

age. Regions of interest were defined by centering spheres of 5-mm radius on the Talairach-transformed coordinates of all MTL, IFG,

MFG, and SFG electrodes. Outputs were combined within each region, mirrored across hemispheres, dilated and eroded by a neigh-

borhood size of 20, and co-registered to the b0 diffusion space. Any overlapping voxels were assigned to the nearest electrode label.

Within each patient’s MTL region of interest, every voxel along the gray/white matter interface was seeded from 25,000 dynamically

randomized points and streamlines terminating in IFG, MFG, and SFG were selected per anatomically constrained tractography.83
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Streamlines were normalized to the common FreeSurfer average space using a nonlinear warp field generated by the ANTs library

package84 and bundled into the cingulum or uncinate tract using the QuickBundles algorithm.85 Spatial averages of these bundles

yielded 12 bilateral pathway centroids representing exemplar MTL-IFG, MTL-MFG, and MTL-SFG connections, which were warped

back to individual b0 diffusion space and resampled to 12 equidistant points to facilitate comparison. Streamlines were assigned to

centroids with the minimum mean distance between corresponding resampled points. The pointwise distance z-score between

streamlines and exemplars was then calculated and streamlines with mean, non-endpoint z-scores exceeding two standard devia-

tions from exemplars were excluded. The resulting pathways were used as masks to weight FA values such that voxels with more

streamlines more strongly influenced mean FA values.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Behavior
Based on performance at test, we calculated per subject the hit rate (i.e., number of previously studied scenes that were correctly

recognized as old out of all studied scenes) and false alarm rate (number of new scenes presented at test that were incorrectly iden-

tified as old out of the number of new scenes presented at test). Recognition accuracy was calculated as hit rate minus false alarm

rate to correct for differences in an individual’s tendency to respond old or new.18,42,43,46

Spectral decomposition
Study data segments were zero-padded to 10 s to minimize filtering-induced edge artifacts and bandpass filtered at 30 logarithmi-

cally spaced, partially overlapping frequencies centered from 1.5 to 250 Hz (1/3 fractional bandwidth). The Hilbert transform was

used to extract the analytic amplitude envelope from each filtered time series, which was squared to produce raw power values.

We then extracted study data segments from �0.45 to +3 s for statistical analysis of event-related power in single trials. Power

data were bootstrapped in single trials by standardizing the study data segments in the time domain. Raw power values were pooled

into a single time series for each electrode and frequency, fromwhich r data points (r = number of trials in that subject’s dataset) were

randomly selected and averaged. This step was repeated 1,000 times to create normal distributions of the study data. Raw power

data were z-scored per time point on the distributions. This procedure adjusts the power outputs to correct for 1/f power scaling and

reveals event-related spectral activity.42,43,86–90

Oscillatory peak detection
Irregular-resampling auto-spectral analysis (IRASA) was used to disentangle true oscillatory components from the aperiodic 1/f

slope,53 as implemented in FieldTrip.57 Study data segments were epoched -0.45 to +3 s from scene onset, zero-padded, and

analyzed from 1 to 20 Hz. The IRASA method compresses and expands the epoched data with non-integer resampling factors to

redistribute oscillatory components while leaving the 1/f distribution intact. For each original and resampled data trace, the auto-

spectrum was calculated using the fast Fourier transform after applying a Hanning window. The median was taken from the re-

sampled auto-spectra to obtain the 1/f component for each electrode and subtracted from the original power spectrum to isolate

oscillatory residuals. Peak detection was performed on the oscillatory residuals using a threshold of 4.5 Hz to distinguish slow

from fast theta.49–52

Inter-regional amplitude coupling
Study data segments were zero-padded and bandpass filtered per-electrode at the theta peaks (1/3 fractional bandwidth) following

removal of the ERP.87–89,91 The filtered data were epoched from -0.45 to +3.5 s from scene onset and z-scored per trial in the time

domain to control for differences in voltage between hit and miss trials. The Hilbert transform was used to extract the analytic ampli-

tude envelope from each z-scored time series. Amplitude coupling was calculated between all MTL-PFC electrode pairs as time-

shifted linear correlations independent of phase.59 With this method, data subsegments are correlated across serial temporal lags

(here, 0.5-s subsegments,42 -0.1 to +0.1-s shifts) to indicate the strength and timing of inter-regional interactions. Calculations

were performed at each timepoint separately on the means of hit and miss trials, and outputs were Fisher’s Z-transformed.

Inter-regional phase coupling
Study data segments were zero-padded and bandpass filtered per-electrode at the theta peaks (1/3 fractional bandwidth) following

removal of the ERP.87–89,91 The filtered data were epoched from�were to +3 s from scene onset, and the Hilbert transform was used

to extract instantaneous phase values from each filtered time series. Phase coupling was calculated between all MTL-PFC electrode

pairs as phase-locking values independent of amplitude.61 The PLV method calculates the consistency in electrode-pair phase dif-

ferences across a series of data points. Calculations were performed at each timepoint separately across hit andmiss trials, and sta-

tistical bootstrapping was used to control for mismatched trial counts. PLV data were bootstrapped in individual subjects by stan-

dardizing raw outputs against trial-shuffled surrogate distributions to control for differing numbers of hit and miss trials. At each

electrode-pair, trials were randomly shuffled in one electrode and PLV was recalculated. This step was repeated 1,000 times to

create normal distributions of surrogate PLV data. Raw PLV data were z-scored on the surrogate distributions. This procedure sepa-

rately adjusts the hit andmiss PLV outputs to correct for different numbers of hit and miss trials prior to analysis of subsequent mem-

ory effects.
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Inter-regional phase-amplitude coupling
Study data segments were zero-padded and bandpass filtered per-electrode at the theta peaks (1/3 fractional bandwidth) and high-

frequency band (70-150 Hz) following removal of the ERP.87–89,91 The filtered data were epoched from �0.45 to +3 s from scene

onset, and the Hilbert transform was used to extract the analytic amplitude envelope from the high-frequency time series. Then,

the high-frequency data were bandpass filtered a second time at the theta peaks. The Hilbert transform was used to extract instan-

taneous phase values from both the theta and theta-filtered high-frequency time series. PAC was calculated between all MTL-PFC

electrode pairs (PFC theta, MTL theta-filtered high-frequency) as phase-locking values independent of theta amplitude.64 As in the

analysis of phase coupling, PLV calculations were performed at each timepoint separately across hit and miss trials, and statistical

bootstrapping was used to control for mismatched trial counts using the same method described above in the analysis of inter-

regional phase coupling data.

Exploratory inter-regional analyses
Raw coherence (1.5-30 Hz) and PAC (PFC phase 1.5-30 Hz, MTL amplitude 30-250 Hz) were recomputed across all trials from the

Hilbert-transformed data following removal of the ERP.87–89,91 These data illustrate inter-regional interactions in the theta range

across all electrode pairs without oscillatory peak detection or subsequent memory analysis (Figure S7).

Subsequent memory
Individually corrected power and functional connectivity data were tested for subsequent memory effects using Monte Carlo permu-

tations with cluster-based correction for multiple comparisons.48,92,93 Data were averaged per subject across electrodes within re-

gions of interest separately for hit andmiss trials, and subsequent memory effects were computed from themean difference between

hit andmiss trials. This procedure avoids biasing the results to subjects withmore electrodes.90 Clusters were formed in time (and, for

power, frequency) by thresholding paired differences at p < 0.05 using the maximum sum criterion. Permutation distributions were

generated by randomly shuffling condition labels (1,000 iterations) and corrected p-values were obtained by comparing the observed

data to the randompermutation distributions. This is an extremely powerful approach because it recreates any biases in the data with

each randomization and applies the maximum correction for multiple comparisons based on physiological constraints such as

contiguous timepoints. Moreover, subsequent memory analysis serves to isolate signatures of memory formation while controlling

for confounds shared across trials, such as spurious functional connectivity from common average referencing.94 Subsequent mem-

ory effects are shown in Figures 2, 4B, 4C, 5B, 5C, S2, S6B, and S6D.

Inter-individual differences
Individual differences were investigated using linear mixed-effects models and Bayesian correlations. To investigate age-related dif-

ferences in behavioral encoding and scene recognition performance, models included age as the fixed effect and subjects as random

effects. To investigate individual differences related to age and recognition performance in peak frequencies, models included fre-

quency (slow, fast), age, and performance as fixed effects, and subjects and nested electrodes as random effects. To investigate

individual differences in subsequent memory effects and FA values, models included age and performance as fixed effects and sub-

jects as randomeffects. Subsequentmemory effects were averaged across data points within significant clusters and FA valueswere

averaged bilaterally. By modeling subjects as random effects, these procedures control for shared variance in electrodes within a

subject and differing numbers of electrodes across subjects.42,43,88,90,95,96 A significant interaction of age and performance would

indicate that a neural measure partially explains age-related differences in memory performance. The significance threshold for

each measure was determined by Bonferroni correction. Interaction effects are shown in Figures 3C–3F, 6, 7A, and 7B.

However, because parametric statistics are vulnerable to sampling error, a non-significant model effect should not be considered

evidence of a null effect.71,97 This is particularly important given our sample size of 21, which, although relatively large for intracranial

research,72 is nonetheless small for analysis of inter-individual differences. Indeed, power analysis demonstrated that a sample of 21

subjects achieves >80% power (a = 0.05, two-tailed) for a correlation of 0.55.73 Less robust correlations, such as known positive

relationships between age and performance on this task,6,14,18,42–45 would therefore not achieve sufficient power using traditional

p-values. Neither would correlations based on smaller samples, such as function-structure mapping in the DWI sample of 11 sub-

jects. For these reasons, we utilized Bayesian correlations to disentangle subthreshold hypothesized effects from null effects.93

The Bayes Factor (BF) quantifies both hypothesized and null effects, with BF10 > 10, BF10 > 3, and BF10 > 1 representing strong,

modest, and anecdotal evidence of the hypothesized effect and BF10 < 1/10, BF10 < 1/3, and BF10 < 1 representing strong, modest,

and anecdotal evidence of the null effect. Bayesian correlations were performed using the open-source JASP software with the

default prior of 1. Bayesian correlations are shown in Figures 1B, 7C, and 7D.
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